DLS DALI in a Room

Making light work

DALI in a Room

Lighting Controls

Making light work
Since 1984
For over 30 years our bright ideas have been
helping our customers make light work.
We’re acknowledged leaders in developing elegant and innovative lighting control
systems that are easy to install and maintain. Our solutions help our customers to
reduce their energy bills, lower their carbon footprints, and improve performance.
There was a time when lighting was just about illumination. Today it’s still about
creating a comfortable working environment, but not at any cost.
Our range of new generation lighting controls switch lights off when
no-one’s there, and dim or switch them off when there’s enough natural light. So they
help you save on your energy costs – sometimes as much as 70%, year after year.

The Ex-Or
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energy savings
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Making light work
with ease

Making light work
with quality
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Ex-Or have been creating award winning lighting
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control systems since 1984.
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Our unrivalled expertise has delivered some of
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our products. We aim to delight you with our
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backed by a five-year warranty.
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Why you need
lighting controls
Lighting is the second largest consumer of energy in
a building, so is an obvious target for reducing costs.
Lighting controls help you maximise energy efficiency
while also enhancing comfort and productivity.
Lighting needs to be flexible – it needs to react to what’s happening in the building. When there’s noone around it might not be needed at all – and you can’t always rely on people switching the lights off.
Spaces are flexible too. For example, you might have multi-use areas with pre-set lighting
configurations for different activities, or a large office with frequent layout changes.
Furthermore it helps you to be more environmentally friendly as it’s easier to comply with energy
legislation and buildings regulations such as BREEAM and LEED.

Lighting controls help you save energy and save money:
• 19% of a building’s energy use is lighting – lighting controls can help you cut that by up to 70%
• Room sensors are a worthwhile investment – they can yield a payback in less than one year
• Lighting controls are eligible for tax relief under the UK government Enhanced Capital Allowance
scheme
Ex-Or’s lighting controls, combined with LED lighting, can offer the greatest potential energy savings
for your lighting – up to 90% in some applications.
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DALI in a Room

Master Sensor

A DALI lighting control application (LCA) within
the best in class Lightspot HD PIR sensor.
Ideal in modern work spaces with open
soffits and areas needing discrete fittings.
A simple implementation of a powerful
DALI addressable system.

Making light work
of energy savings
DALI addressability gives the user total control of their lighting
to enhance the lit space. From setting groups and scenes to
regulating light levels that maximize the use of natural daylight
and when combined with accurate occupancy data can result
in energy savings of up to 70%.

System Overview
Connectivity
16 DALI luminaires connected via a standard DALI network cable.
3 DALI Sensors per system can be fitted, these are configured as 1
master controller sensor and 2 network sensors or additional masters.
1 Mains switch input can be added directly into sensor.
2 DALI switch input modules can be added to convert normal
‘push-to-make’ switches.

Power
The master controller sensor provides 60mA of power to the DALI network,
more than enough for the 16 Luminaires, sensors and switch inputs.
Hence, no additional DALI power supply is needed.

Control
16 independent programmable scenes and lighting groups.
Create occupancy-based control of a nominated lighting group and
multiple daylight regulation groups.

Switch with DALI
input module

Wiring
Simply wire 240v mains and DALI 2 core network cable.
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Switch with DALI
input module

To mains

Network
Sensor

Luminaire

230v supply
DALI Network
Cable
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Macro and Micro Detection Zones
At a typical mounting height of 2.5m, there’s a highly

Macro detection

sensitive micro detection diameter of 7m within a 10m
macro detection diameter.

Micro
detection

Lights are typically triggered by someone walking
into an area, so the macro zone is attuned to large
movements. However during occupancy lights need
to be sustained by smaller movements, such as those
made by someone sitting at a desk, so the inner micro

2.5m

range is much more sensitive to detect these.
This extra sensitivity enables shorter time delays to be
set and therefore get greater energy savings.

Macro

7m
Micro

Macro

1.5m

7m

1.5m

Lens Tilting
The DALI in a Room master sensor offers lens tilting for
installation and commissioning flexibility. The detection
zone can be adjusted to accommodate flexible installation
locations and our unique anti-tamper ‘twist-2-lock’ feature
locks the detection area in position.

TYPE

RADIUS EXTENSION AT FULL TILT

Office

Installation instructions says up to 67%

Increased range

High Accuracy Lens Masks
Fully customisable lens masks allow for highly defined detection areas. Virtual corridor can be easily
created so that passing traffic doesn’t unnecessarily trigger sensors.

Standard lens (without mask)
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Masking to remove Macro
Detection Zone
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DALI in a Room

Making light work for
comfort and productivity
• Sophisticated DALI addressable functionality without the typical complexity and high
maintenance costs of traditional DALI systems
• Create comfortable productive spaces by programming and recalling different lighting
scenes and groups
• Convert normal ‘push to make’ switches into DALI addressable switches using the DALI
Switch Input Module. Up to 2 can be added per system, providing up to 8 individual
switch push functions that can be independently programmed to perform a variety of
functions on any of the groups, e.g. One switch, dim, scene recall, etc.
• Alternatively the LCA master sensor includes one switch input
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DALI in a Room

Making light work
with ease

Colour-Coded Connectors

• Provides up to 16 DALI luminaire addresses for simple and
quick commissioning with the QuickSet Pro hand-held infrared
programmer. Pre-programmed popular room templates
available in QuickSet Pro can make commissioning even faster
• Local implementation of a feature-rich DALI lighting control
system all integrated into a LightSpot HD PIR sensor
• Pluggable, colour-coded connectors make it easy to see what
goes where and reduce wiring errors
• Surface mount or flush mount sensors with locking rings or
spring clips give you complete installation flexibility.
• Recall your programmed scenes and groups with our
QuickControl remote or standard switches via DALI input
module.

Locking Ring Flush Mount

QuickControl Remote

Power Distribution Option

Spring Clip Flush Mount
For carrying out simple dayto-day actions on your system
QuickControl is ideal for:
• on/off override
• Light level adjustment

A DALI in a Room system
can be even quicker to wire when
combined with an UltraLite LCM for
easy distribution of mains power and
DALI network.
See UltraLite brochure for more information.

• Recall 6 lighting scenes
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DALI in a Room

Programming

Time saving ‘templates’
If you have several rooms on the floor with
similar layout and you want to repeat the same
settings simply ‘apply’ your saved template.
You can commission whole areas in just a few
minutes.

Easy to commission and maintain
Commissioning is simplicity itself, just point the hand-held infrared
programmer at the sensor and you can tell each light exactly what
you want it to do.

Just point and programme
You don’t need to climb any ladders or pore over a long
programming guide. Just point and press ‘Download’ and the
intuitive on-screen guide will take you through the whole process.
Use pre-programmed room templates on the QuickSet Pro or

Save current configuration as a
‘template’

Apply saved ‘template’

Change your settings later
It couldn’t be easier. Just download the settings
from your sensor, make the changes you want
and upload the new settings. You can then
update a template with these settings and apply
to other sensors.

create your own.

Download existing
settings

Scan automatically discovers all
luminaires and devices

Change just those
settings required
using the on-screen
menu

Upload new settings
to sensor

Add new sensors
Extending a room? Converting an office?
Whatever changes you’re making, it’s easy to
connect another sensor to the system. Add up to 2
additional DALI Network or DALI Master sensors.

On-screen prompts lead you
through configuration

Install new sensor
and wire it up

Using QuickSet Pro, choose new settings or
simply ‘use templates’ as shown above
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Features and benefits
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FEATURES

BENEFITS

Lighting Control Application in a sensor

Simple and quick to install – ideal for exposed soffits where mounting
controller is unsightly

Best in class detection range and sensitivity to small movement

Lights are always on when required, reduce occupancy time delays to maximise
energy savings

No additional controller hardware

Reduces hardware cost and saves time on installation

DALI Addressable simple wiring (just mains and 2 core Network cable)

Reduce wiring errors
Less time planning wiring lay out and simple installation

Soft wiring - Easily make changes to lighting without physically
re-wiring.

Ideal for multi-use spaces
Easily reconfigure working spaces

Easily create sophisticated lighting scenes and groups

Create an enhanced working or learning environment

Connect mains power and DALI network using Ultralite LCM

Easy distribution of mains power and DALI wiring

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

DLS4043DALIF
ESDLS4043DALIF

DALI Addressable Lighting Control Application Flush

ESDLS4043DALISM
DLS4043DALISM

DALI Addressable Light Control Application Surface

ESDLS4060NETF
DLS4060NETF

DALI Addressable Network Sensor Flush

ESDLS4060NETSM
DLS4060NETSM

DALI Addressable Network Sensor Surface

ESDLS2IM
DLS2IM

DALI Addressable Switch Input Module

Accessories
PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

ESQUICKSET
PRO
QUICKSET PRO

Digital 2-way programmer

ESQUICKCONTROL
QUICKCONROL

Infrared Controller

ESLOCKRING
LOCKRING

Flush Mount Adaptor
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